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difficultyproduction time 
30 minutes

1 Place the label in the casting mould with a motif facing up. Affix it by 
means of the double-sided adhesive tape.

2 For the gift tag, stick crosswise one strip of the scotch tape over the 
upper part of the casting mould.

3 Glue some scotch tape onto the blunt side of the wooden skewer. Pierce 
the stretched scotch tape in its middle with the wooden skewer and insert 
the glued blunt side of the skewer through.

4 Mix the fuchsia coloured pigment with the Raysin casting powder in a 
small vessel. Blend it evenly. According to the desired colour intensity, you 
have to put more or less colour pigment.

5 Mix the blended casting powder with water. Then pour the colorfully 
stirred Raysin quickly into the moulds. 

34 406 102 Casting powder Raysin 100 (30/30/15) approx.75 g
34 234 000 Soap casting mould: Hearts 1 piece 
34 235 000 Soap casting mould: Oval motif 1 piece 
34 231 000 Soap casting mould: Round 1 piece 
35 016 276 Folour pigment, fuchsia some
53 927 000 Hemp-cord set, rosy,pink,purple 1.50 m
55 215 33 Organza ribbon, pink 1.20 m
53 626 02 Woven coarse wool, white 1.25 m
34 308 000 Labels GB“Psst“+“Spring“+“oh happy day“ 1 piece
34 345 000 Labels Heart, „Glücksbringer“ 1 piece 
34 279 000 Labels „smile“ 1 piece   
56 717 000 Swing top glass bottle 1 piece

Additionally you need:

61 216 31 Wooden craft sticks
62 039 00 Wooden skewers
33 398 00 Special double-sided adhesive tape
89 379 00 Pointed/sharp paper scissors
Plastic cup
Scotch tape

Instructions:

Used items:

6 After about 30 minutes, demould the gift tag. The wooden-skewer can 
be removed.

7 Remove afterwards the labels with for e.g. the tip of the wooden skewer 
or a head pin.

8 Before hanging the gift tag with a small cord or organza ribbon onto 
the bottles, allow it to dry out completely for several days.

Tip If you want to decorate the bottles also with a coloured edge, you can 
dip the bottles into a higher beaker before casting into shape. But you 
must do it very quickly and prepare everything promptly.




